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Abstract 
In this paper a seventeen year old question by Porter is answered showing that the Banaschewski- 
Fomin-Sanin extension PX of a space X can be embedded in the upper Stone-eech compacti- 
fication, ,@X. Frolik and Liu characterized H-closed spaces as maximal Hausdorff subspaces in 
their closure in n,+,,, I+; that is, X is H-closed iff e[X] IS a maximal Hausdorff subspace of 
0+X. This result is strengthened/generalized by showing that uX, PX and, in fact, every strict 
H-closed extension of X can be embedded in /3+X. However, there may be infinitely many copies 
of every strict H-closed extension within p+X. 
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1. Introduction 
Let I+ be the unit interval with T(I+) = (8, I+} U { [0, u): 0 < a < 1). Let X be a 
space. For A C X, let 
XA(x) = 
1 
0 ifz$A, 
1 if z 4 A. 
Note that XA :X t I+ is continuous if and only if A is open in X. In particular, 
C+(X) = C(X, I+) separates points and closed sets in X. If X is To, then the usual 
evaluation function e : X -+ nG+(Xj I+ defined by e(z)(f) = f(s), is an embedding. 
The closure of e[X] in &+(xj I+ is denoted by p+X and called the upper Stone-tech 
compactification of X by Nielsen and Sloyer [4]. 
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The objective is to determine if it is possible to identify H-closed extensions in the 
upper Stone-tech compactification. In 1972 Frolik and Liu [2] characterized H-closed 
spaces in terms of the upper Stone-tech compactification as: 
Theorem 1.1 [2]. A Huusdorjjf space X is H-closed ifs e[X] is a maximal Hausdoe 
subspace in ,D+X. 
The usual embedding function embeds a Tychonoff space X in &(x) I in such a 
way that its closure is the Stone-Tech compactification /3X of X. A natural question is 
whether there is a parallel analogue of embedding a Hausdorff space X in &,+(,y) I+. 
In 1976, Porter [6] asked if it possible to construct in terms of nc+cx, I+, the Fomin 
H-closed extension aX for a Hausdorff space X or the Banaschewski-Fomin-Sanin 
minimal Hausdorff extension PX for a semiregular space X. In 1983, Salbany [9] showed 
using bitopological methods that it was possible to embed aX in &+ If in such a way 
that OX C p+X. We show that CJX. and in fact a very large class of extensions of X 
are embedded in /3+X. We also investigate which of the named extensions KX, pX, and 
uX are/are not embedded in 4+X. 
2. 0+x 
In this section, we show that the Fomin extension aX is a subspace of ,@X, and set 
up the foundation for the results in the other sections of this paper. 
We use the next fact due to Frolik and Liu in the sequel. 
Lemma 2.1 [2]. Let X be a space, f E C+(X) and U an open ultrujilter on X. Then 
the jilterbase f [U] converges to a point in I+ in the usual topology on I. 
For U E 7(X), OU = U{W: W t 7-(Y) and IV n X C U}. {oU: U E 7(Y)} is an 
open base for a Hausdorff topology 7’ on Y that is contained in the original topology 
of Y, called the strict topology on Y. 
Note that ? is Hausdorff whenever 7 is Hausdorff. 
Let X be a Hausdorff space. The Fomin extension uX of X has the strict topology, 
and as a set OX = 6X. 
Definition 2.2. Let X be a Hausdorff space and f E C+(X). For y E aX \ X, let f(y) 
be the unique point in I to which y converges in the usual topology on I, and for y E X 
let f(y) = f(y). 
Proposition 2.3. Let X be a HausdorfS space and f E C+(X). f as dejined above is 
in C+(oX). 
Now by Proposition 2.3, every continuous function from a space X to I+ can be 
continuously extended to cX. Thus, can extend the characteristic functions of open sets 
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in X continuously to ax. For an open set U of X, let j& be the continuous extension 
of Xv as in Definition 2.2 j& E C+(aX) and in fact is a characteristic function on aX 
as the next proposition shows. 
Proposition 2.4. Let X be a Hausdofl space and U E T(X). Then 2~ : (TX + I+ is 
the characteristic function of o,xlJ on OX. 
Proof. Let U be open in X and U E ax. Then U E U or X \ clxU E U. Suppose 
U E U. Then xu(U) = 0 and j&(U) is the unique point in 1 that xu[U] converges to. 
Thus j$r(U) E cllXu(U) = cll{O} = (0). N ow suppose X \ clxlJ E U. Then Xu(X \ 
clxU) = 1. Again, Xu(U) E clrXu(X \clxU) = cl~{ 1) = { 1). Thus, for U E aX \ X, 
Xu(U) = O If * E u, 
{ 1 if X \ clxU E U, 
or in terms of the basic open sets in ax, 
i 
0 
xc&q = 
if U E o,xU, 
1 if U # 0,xU. 
In particular, j$ = x~,,~, where XO,,u is the characteristic function of o,xlJ in 
gx. 0 
Thus, we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 2.5 [9]. Let X b_” a Hausdor# space. For f E C+(X), dejine Z: OX + 
rI c+(xj I+ by Z(g)(f) = f(y). Then E is an embedding. 
Proof. {j$: U E 7(X)} separates points and closed sets in aX by Proposition 2.4. 
Thus, by the embedding theorem E is an embedding. 0 
The above result was independently discovered by Salbany [9]. His derivation uses 
bitopological spaces; our proof seems more natural and is a consequence of the Frolik-Liu 
result stated in Lemma 2.1. 
The characterization of H-closed spaces now follows as a corollary to this theorem. 
Corollary 2.6 [2]. Let X be a HausdolfSspace. Then X is H-closed iffe[X] is a maximal 
Hausdofl subspace of p+X. 
Proof. Suppose X is H-closed. Then e[X] is a Hausdorff subspace of p+X. Suppose 
e[X] c Y c p+X and Y is Hausdorff. Then e[X] is dense in Y and as Y is Hausdorff, 
e[X] = Y. Thus e[X] is a maximal Hausdorff subspace of ,0+X. Conversely, suppose 
e[X] is a maximal Hausdorff subspace of p+X. By the previous theorem, e[X] C 
Z[crX] c ,0+X. But, Z[(TX] is homeomorphic to (TX and is a Hausdorff space. Thus 
e[X] = E[aX] and e[X] is H-closed. 0 
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Frolik and Liu’s theorem states that X is H-closed iff e[X] is Hausdorff and if e[X] C 
Y 2 p+X and Y is Hausdorff, then e[X] = Y. Thus, an obvious question is: Is it 
true that a Hausdorff subspace 2 of a compact Tl space Y with the property that it is 
maximal among the Hausdorff subspaces of Y containing 2, is H-closed? The following 
example shows the contrary to be true. 
Example 2.7. Let X = Q U {co} where U & X is open if U n Q is open in the usual 
topology on Q and 03 E U implies Q \ U is finite. 
Let A be a maximal Hausdorff subspace of X. If 00 $ A then A C Q. Since Q is 
Hausdorff, A = Q which implies that A is not H-closed. Suppose 03 E A. For A to 
be Hausdorff, A fl Q must be discrete. Let a E A n Q, then there is E > 0 such that 
(a-s,a+&)nA={a}.Letht( a, CL + E) n Q. Now, An Q U {b} is discrete. It follows 
that A U {b} is a Hausdorff subspace, which contradicts that A is a maximal Hausdorff 
subspace. 0 
Another question that arises is: Are there other H-closed extensions of X embedded 
in nIc+cx, I+? If so, can they be easily characterized? We investigate these questions 
next. 
3. Strict extensions 
In this section, we show that all the strict Tl extensions of X can be embedded in 
,0+X, thus identifying a large class of extensions contained in ,!?X. 
Notation 3.1. Let Y be an extension of X and f :X + I+ be a function. For each 
0 < T < 1, let U, = Y \ clyf+[[y., I]]. Then U, is open in Y. Define Xf,r : Y --t I+ by 
{ 
r 
Xf.T(Y) = 
if y E U,., 
1 ifyEY\U,,. 
This is a modification of the characteristic functions of U, in X. 
Proposition 3.2. Let Y be cm extension of X and f : X + I+ be a function. Then for 
each 0 < 7- < 1. Xf,r E C+(Y). 
Proposition 3.3. Let fa! : X -+ I+ be corltitruousfor each Q E A and g = A{ fa : X + 
I+: cy E A}. Then g : X t I+ is &o continuous. 
We can now extend the function x,. defined in Notation 3.1 to any extension of X. 
Proposition 3.4. Let Y be nrz extemion qf X, f :X + I+ a function and f^ = 
A{x~,~: 0 < T < I}. Therl 7: Y + I+ is continuous atzd iff E C+(X), then fix = f. 
Henceforth, f will be used to denote the infimum of functions as in Proposition 3.4. 
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Let Y be an extension of X and f :X + I+ be a continuous function. By Proposi- 
tion 3.4, f has a continuous extension 7: Y + I+ and f^ is defined as the infimum of 
step functions as described in Notation 3. I. 
Proposition 3.5: Let Y be an extension of X and f E C+(X). If F E C+(Y) and 
extends f then f < F. 
Proposition 3.6._Let Y be an extension of X, f E C+(X), and f^dejned as in Propo- 
sition 3.4, then, f: Y# + I+ is continuous. (Note that in this conclusion the domain of 
f is changed to Y’ and is not Y.) 
Proof. Let y E Y. Suppose f^((y) = s. The proof is easy if s = 1. Suppose s < 1. 
Let V = [0, t) where s < t < 1 be an open set containing s. Suppose s < r < t 
and consider U, = Y \ cly f + [[T, 111. Then f^[cly f +[[r, l]]] C [T, l] which implies 
y E U,. Therefore, ~f,~(y) = T. Also, for W = X \ f’[[r, l]], by 17, 7.1(c)(7)], 
oyW = Y \ cly(X \ W) = Y \ clyf +[[r, l]] = U,. Therefore, y E oyW = U,. 
Thus, f(y) E f[oyW] = f[Ur]. Now, supf[U,] < sup~f,~[U,] = T < t. Hence, 
f?oyW] C [O,t) and y E OYW. 0 
For an arbitrary extension Y of X, although f^: Y --t I+ is a continuous function for 
all f E C+(X), Y cannot necessarily be embedded in &+(xj I+. 
Theorem 3.7. Let Y be a strict To extension of X. The function & : Y 3 nc+(xj I+ 
de$nedbv ZY(Y)(~)= T{(y) IS an embedding and e[X] C Zy[Y] 2 fi+X. 
Proof. By the embedding theorem, & is an embedding if {f^: f E C+(X)} separates 
points from points and separates points and closed sets in Y. It suffices to show that 
{%J: U E r(X)) p t p se ara es oints from points and separates points from closed sets 
of Y. Let U E T(X). Then 2~ = A{Xr: 0 < T < l}, where for 0 < T < 1 and 
Y E Y XT(Y) = T iff y E Y \ clyXt([r, l]] = Y \ cly(X \ U) = OYU. This shows 
that j& is the reverse characteristic function of oyU in Y. Thus, {j&: U E T(X)} 
separates points and closed sets in Y. Also, since Y is To, (2~: U E T(X)} separates 
points from points. To verify the second part of the conclusion, for z E X, note that 
G(x)(f) = .?lx) = f(x) = e(x)(f). S o, 2~1~ = e, and e[X] = &[X] C Ey[Y]. Also, 
&[Y] = Ey [ClyX] c_ cl zy [X] = p+x. 0 
Example 3.8. First, note that if X is a countable infinite discrete space, then l@(X)] = 
c and 1 nc+cxj I+\ = 2’. 
Consider the set (2’)+ with the following topology: A set U C (2’)+ is open if for each 
infinite ordinal cy E (2 c +, there is some n E w such that w \ n 2 U. Now (2’)+ is a TI ) 
extension of a countable infinite discrete subspace w. Since, ](2’)+] > 2’ = 1 n,+,,, I+\, 
the strict extension ((2’)+)” f o w is not To by Theorem 3.7. Also, it is straightforward to 
show directly that ((2’)+)” IS not To. In addition, the cardinality inequality shows that 
arbitrary Tl extensions of w cannot be embedded in j&+(,, I+. 0 
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Thus, we have embedded every strict H-closed extension of X in 0+X in nc+(xj I+. 
However, every strict H-closed extension may be represented infinitely many times within 
,0+X, as the next example shows. 
Example 3.9. Let X be a Hausdorff space which is not H-closed. Z: aX --t n,+,,, I+ 
defined by E(y) = f(y) is an embedding. Also, Z[aX] +[,y] a(e[X]). The question is 
whether there is another Hausdorff extension Y of e[X] such that Y +[x] g(e[X]) 
and e[X] C Y c pfX. We now describe such an extension Y of e[X]. First, select 
y E (TX \ X and let Y = E[aX \ {y}] U {a}, where ~1 is defined by 
4.f) = 1 ~CYKf 1 iff # XX, l/2 iff=Xx. 
Now, Z(y)(xx) = xx(y) = 0. So, Y and Z[gX] are distinct subsets of n,+(,, I+. 
Let g = XX. Then g(y) = 0. For 0 < E < l/2, 7r,‘[[O,~)] n Z[gX] = Z[BX] and 
n,t[[O, l/2 + E)] n Y = Y. Define h: Z[gX] --t Y by h@(y)) = a and h(z) = z for 
z E E[crX \ {y}] = Y \ {a}. 
Since h is the identity function on Z[aX \ {y}] and e[oX \ {y}] is open in E [ax] 
and Y, to show that h is a homeomorphism it suffices to show that h is continuous at 
Z(y) and h + is continuous at cr. Let E > 0 and F be a finite subset of C+(X) such that 
g E F. Then a basic open neighborhood of Z(y) in E[cX] is of the form 
~{~~[[O,~(Y) +&)]I f E F} nebxl 
=n{T;[[%F(~)+E)]: ftF\{g}}“~,‘[[o,S(~)+&)] WoXl 
= (n bf [[(A m + &>I: f E F \ (9)) ” (+X \ {Y}])) U {E(Y)). 
Also, a basic open neighborhood of CY in Y is of the form 
n{ng[03Y)+E)]: f~F\{g}}n~~[[0,1/2+~)] ny 
= (n~s~[[m+e)~: f E F \ WI ” ((y \ w) ” {a), 
This latter fact shows that CY E /3+X and completes the proof that h is a homeomor- 
phism as Z[aX \ {y}] = Y \ {cr}. 0 
4. pX, the Banaschewski-Fomin-Sanin extension of X 
For a space X, RO(X) = {intxclxU: U E r(X)}. X(s) denotes X with the 
topology generated by RO(X). Let X be a semiregular space. PX = &X(s). {oU: U E 
RO(X)} is a base for pX, called the Banaschewski-Fomin-&nin minimal Hausdo$ 
extension for a semiregular space X. In this section, we apply Theorem 3.7 to the 
Banaschewski-Fomin-Sanin general extension defined by Tikoo in his dissertation. 
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Tikoo starts with an arbitrary Hausdorff space X and constructs a specific extension X 
which is PX when X is semiregular. He thus extends the definition of I_LX for semiregular 
spaces X to arbitrary Hausdorff spaces. We start with an arbitrary Hausdorff space X 
and an arbitrary H-closed extension H of X and construct I-LX-extension modification 
Ho of H. Here, we show that PX and in fact every minimal Hausdorff extension of 
X can be embedded in &+,,, If. We now present the construction for any H-closed 
extension. 
Construction 4.1. Let H be an H-closed extension of a Hausdorff space X. For y E 
H, {U n X: U is open in Y and y E U} is denoted by OY. For U E r(X), define 
X(U) = U U {y E H \ X: U E (OY)s}, where (Ov), is the open filter generated by 
OY n ‘RO(X). Note that X(0) = 8, X(X) = H, and for U, V E T(X), X(U n V) = 
X(U) n X(V). so, {X(U): u E T(X)} IS a base for a topology on H. H with this 
topology is denoted as Ho. This modification Ho of H appeared in Flachsmeyer [l]. 
Proposition 4.2. Let H be an H-closed extension of X. Then Ho is a strict H-closed 
extension of X and can be embedded in ,B+X. 
Proof. Let U E 720(X). Note that OHU = X(U). Let V E ‘PO(H). Then V n X E 
RO(X) and V = OH(V n X) by [7, 7.1(c)(2)]. So, V = X(V n X) E 7(H0). Hence, 
r(H(s)) C r(Ho). S ince, for U E T(X), X(U) E 7(Hf), it follows that I C 
T(H+). As, H(s) = H+(s), T(H+(s)) = ~(H(s)) C T(Ho) C T(H+) and H(s) is 
H-closed, so, it follows that HO is H-closed. For U E 7(X), X(U) n X = U implies 
HO is an extension of X. For y E HO \ X, O&, = (Ok),. So, if U E 7(X), OH,,(U) = 
U u {y E Ho: U E (Ok),} = X(U). H ence, HO is a strict extension. By Theorem 3.7, 
HO can be embedded in /3+X. 0 
When H = aX for a Hausdorff space X, HO = pX, as defined by Tikoo in [lo]. 
Thus, PX can be embedded in 0+X. This answers a 1976 question posed by Porter [6]. 
Proposition 4.3. Let H be an H-closed extension of X. Then HO is semiregular iff 
Ho = H(s). 
Proof. If HO = H(s), then clearly, HO is semiregular. Conversely, suppose Ho is 
semiregular. By the proof of the above proposition, T(H+(s)) = ~(H(s)) C I C 
T(H+). It follows by [7, 2.2(c)] that RO(Ho) = RO(Hf(s)) = RO(H(s)). So, 
r(Ho) = T(H+(s)) = T(H(s)). That is, HO = H+(s) = H(s). 0 
If X is a semiregular Hausdorff space, then Ho is a semiregular H-closed extension 
of X. In particular, {HO: H E A!(X)} = {M: M 1s a minimal Hausdorff extension of 
X}. So, this technique shows that every minimal Hausdorff extension of X is contained 
in 0+X. 
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5. Examples 
The next example shows that, in general, P+X is not a strict extension of e[X]. 
Example 5.1. If X = [0, 1) with the usual topology, then /3+X is not a strict extension 
of e[X]. 
For n E N, consider the open interval T, = (1 - I/n, 1). Define cy, P E n,+(,, I+ 
by 
0 
o(f) = 
if f = Xu and U = T, for some odd n. 
1 otherwise, 
0 
P(f) = 
if f = Xu and U = T, for some even n, 
1 
otherwise. 
To show that cr E ,0+X, let F be a finite subset of the odd integers of N and l/2 > 
& > 0. Then VF = n{7r,‘[[O,~)]: f = h ‘u and U = T, for n E F} is a basic 
open neighborhood of cr; note that fi $ VF. For m = sup F and 1 - l/m < x < 1, 
e(z) E e[T,] = e[n{Tn: n E F}] = VF n e[X]. Hence, LY E ,@X. A similar proof 
shows that ,0 E ,0+X. 
Let Y = e[X] U {ct,p}. Th en e[X] 2 Y c 0+X. By [7, 7.1(c)], it suffices to show 
that Y is not a strict extension of e[X]. Let R E T(X) and cy E oye[R]. There is a finite 
subset F of the odd integers of N and E > 0 such that [Y E VF n Y C oye[R]. So, if 
m=supF, ~~:,VI/F~IY=~[T,]U{~~}~ oye[R]; hence, T, 2 R. Let f = X,I, where 
U = T,+i, w = 7rF[[O, l/2)] IS an open neighborhood of ,6’ as m + 1 is even. Also, 
p E W n Y = e[T,+l] u {p}. S’ mce e[T,+l] C e[R] and W n Y C oye[R]. Hence, 
p E oye[R]. We have that Y is Tl but Y# is not To. This shows that Y # Y# and Y is 
not a strict extension of e[X]. 
Example 5.1 shows that, in general, p+X is not a strict extension of e[X]; however, 
it may be true that if e[X] C Y C p+X and Y is Hausdorff then Y is also a strict 
extension of e[X]. The next example shows this is false. 
Example 5.2. Let X = [0, 1) x N with the product topology. We will find a Hausdorff 
extension Y of e[X] such that e[X] C Y C p+X and Y is not a strict extension of e[X]. 
As in Example 5.1, for n E N, let T, = (1 - l/n, 1) and define 
0 
on(f) = 
if f = xu and U n ([0, 1) x {n}) = T,,, x {n} for some odd m, 
1 otherwise, 
and 
0 
i-l(f) = 
if f = &J, u = (T: 1) x {m: m 3 ,n} for some n and 0 < r’ < 1, 
1 otherwise. 
Let Y = e[X] U {a,: n E IV} U {a}. 
The proof that e[X] C Y C /3+X is similar to that of Example 5.1. To show that Y 
is Hausdorff, for n E IV, let fn = Xu. where U = T, x {n}. Then cy,, E 7rf’,[[O, l/2)] e 
r(rIc+(s, f’) and 
TX [[O, l/2)] n Y = {on> u e[(O, 1) x {,rQ]. 
Let 9 rl. = Zll. where U = Tl x {m: m 3 IL}. Then D E rrz[[O, l/2]] E r(nc+(sj I+) 
and 
n; [LO, 1/21] n y = W u { aynL: m 3 n} U e[(O, 1) x (712: m 3 n}]. 
It follows that Y is a Hausdorffextension of e[X]. To show that Y is not a strict extension 
of e[X], let U = T2 x W and h = xu. First note that 
rr; [[O, l/2)] n Y = (0) u e[Tz x W] E 7(Y). 
Let IV E T(X) and /3 E oye[W]. There is a finite subset F = {(r,m): 0 < ‘r < 1 
and m t W} of (0, I ) x N and 0 < E < l/2 such that h E n{7rf[[O,&]]: f = xv 
where (r,m) E F and U = (T? 1) x {k: k 3 m}} n Y C oye[W]. Let k be an odd 
integer such that I - I/k < r < I and m < k for all (T, m) E F. For f = XC/ 
where U = Tk x {k}, Tk x {k} C IV and nr[[O, l/2)] n Y = e[Tk x {Ic}] U {ok}. 
ok E rrf[[O, l/2)] n Y 2 oye[lV]. Thus, oye[W] g “F[[O, l/2)] n Y for any open set 
IV E r(X). This shows that the Hausdorff extension Y of e[X] is not strict. 
Thus, we have been able to embed a large class of extensions of X in /3+X. One 
question is whether 5X can be embedded in 0+X. The next example shows that this 
cannot be done. 
Example 5.3. (a) Consider w with the discrete topology. This example shows that if Y 
is a simple Hausdorff extension of w and ]Y \ w] > c+ then Y 9 /3+X. We start this 
example by demonstrating that there is a simple Hausdorff extension Y of w such that 
]Y \ w’] 3 c+. In fact, let Y = nti, the Katetov extension of w. As a set, 
KW = w U (Zk: U is a free ultrafilter on w}. 
For ZA E ~w \ w, a basic open set containing U is U U {U} where U E U and a basic 
open set of R E w is {n}. The underlying set of /G.W is the same for crw and /3w. It is 
well known that ]flw] = 2’ [7. 4U]. So, ]lcw] = ]cw/ = ]pw] = 2c. 
Thus, tiw is a simple Hausdorff extension of w with ]/GW \ w] > c+. To verify the 
claim in the example, suppose Y is a simple Hausdorff extension of w, /Y \w] 3 ct and 
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Y 9 /?+X. For every cy E Y \ e[w], {a} U [ ] e w is open in Y. There is a finite subset 
F, C C+(w) and mf E w such that 
a~ n{nF[[O,tr(f)+ l/mf)] nY: f t F,,} 2 {(3~}Ue[w]. (*I 
Define 4: Y \ e[w] + [C+(w)] QJ by 4(a) = F,. If F, = Fo and a(f) = P(f) 
for every f E F,, i.e., TF, (a) = TFu (p), then cx = p by (*). So, if cy # p and 
4(a) = $(P), th en ~4(,)(a) # r+(,)(P). But rga)[J’l C I+ x x I+ (Id(~)1 times). 
Thus, /4+(4(a))/ <II+ x. ..xI+~ = c. Now, Y\e[w] = U{qS’(qb(a)): Q E Y\e[w]} = 
U{qf~+(@(a)): d(a) E [C+(W)<~} and I[C+(w)]<“}l = jC+(w)I = l”I+l = c. Hence, 
IY\+JII = IIJ{d+(4(a)): 4(a) E [C+(w)]‘“~ 
6 c IGq#@))I < c c<cI[Cf(w)]<“j =c. 
4(a)E[c+(w)l<” [c+(w)l’” 
However, IY \ e[w]l = c+, which is a contradiction. Hence, nw cannot be embedded 
in ,B+ (w). 
(b) The result in Example 5.3(a) leads to the question of whether there is a simple 
Hausdorff extension Y of w such that jY \wi = c and Y + /3+w. An examination of an 
$-space gives an affirmative answer. Recall [3, 51, 6Q] that there is a maximal family 
M of almost disjoint infinite subsets of w such that 1 M / = C. Let Y = w U M. For 
n E w, a basic open set of n in Y is {n} and for M E M a basic open set of M is 
{M} U 111\ F, where F E [w] <w The space Y is a zero-dimensional extension of w; 
so, by Theorem 3.7, Y L) p+w. Also, Y is a simple Hausdorff extension of w such that 
IY \ WI = c. 
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